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Pearson, 2016. Loose-leaf. Condition: New. 6th ed.. Language: English . Brand New Book. NOTE: This
edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-
leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value-this format costs significantly less than a new
textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson s MyLab Mastering products exist for
each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and
use Pearson s MyLab Mastering products. For courses in algebra and trigonometry. Visualize.
Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is
known for helping students see the math through its focus on visualization and technology. These
texts continue to maintain the features that have helped students succeed for years: focus on
functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data
applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level with technology, and
students find even more ongoing review. Also available with MyMathLab MyMathLab(R) is an
online...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner

It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz
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